The paper rapidly reviews the last IMIA-WG 6 recommendations issued along with the two already identified axis: (1) 
Introduction
Since 1988 and again in 1991 and 1994, our IMIA WG 6, initially only devoted to health data coding and classification, has been enlarged by new members belonging to the computer science technologies: « artificial intelligence, natural computational linguistics, knowledge representation ».
At the last 1994 Conference [1] , the participants collaborated in the development of a set of recommendations that fell into two major categories: (1) mechanisms for sharing the results of our research and (2) conducting experiments developing testbeds and demonstration projects.
Regarding the first category, a reserve was taken that medical linguistic knowledge should be enforced to be better shared and henceforward going up to a broader distribution of linguistic services, that is to say API middleware services [2] through distributed information systems to be combined with a more extensive use of Internet / WWW. Besides, it was encouraged also to promote the availability of terminologies and ontologies at large, may be also their synthesis on wide-area networks.
It has to be remembered that the second category constitutes a broad scope of research and development in medical AI and computer science as well, for still quite a few years to come, as you will see hereunder:
-To multiply real applications capable of reusing the existing terminologies with some mapping facilities between them.
-To appraise and test the existing nomenclature in a true, real healthcare task environment.
-To promote nomenclatures / classifications and report extensions that can deal also with images, sounds and other signal processing.
-Regarding the present trends and needs in clinical practice to rely on well documented supports, it has been recommended to consider sound knowledge representations of practice guidelines, clinical reasoning strategies that involve also cognitive approaches being expressed in conceptual graph notations, all of them being intertwined with the concerns of quality and responsability.
-It has been stressed that there is more and more need for knowledge representation tools to get away from paper forms in order to meet the expected new standards of sophisticated semantic networks, including UMLS.
-This new need inclusively deals also with better navigational tools as well as automated knowledge acquisition and apprenticeship by open/distributed servers.
Jointly for healthcare convenience and effectiveness, the patient discharge letter being quite often the most accurate component of a patient's history and chart(s), is recommended to be available in machine readable form as a meaningful part of the Computer Based Patient Records (CBPRs). This approach should also be combined with the new promissing efforts of computer based information coding strategies with automatic indexing facilities.
Let us see where we now stand after almost two years of effort in thinking and inventiveness looking at the duties waiting to be completed and still, too often for purists, hampered with « coqueteries ».
Issues in knowledge representation
Since the time of Immanuel Kant's philosophical contribution, a critical formulated expression supposes the existence of a fact, even though the myth belongs from the time of its origin to the domain of the apparent. The fact becomes an object of a concept while the myth is relegated to the domain of « not-being ». Yet the question of the origin of the speech-act, and of the language, is indissolubly linked to the origin of the myth from which fundamental theoretical notions, that is to say the « concepts », individualised themselves very slowly. We remember the warning words from Parmenides to brush aside any intent to cross the border between the myth domain, where language is connected at one side, and the domain of concepts and hence to science and theories at the other side [3] . It is commonplace to highlight this discrepancy between the nature of phrased language and conceptualisation.
Now it happens that knowledge representation is an applied science based upon theories taken from logic, philosophy, linguistics and computer science. Basically, logic and ontology are considered as being the foundation for all knowledge representation where logic provides the formal structure and rules of inference and where ontology determines the categories of « beings ». The logic is pure form, ontology provides the contents. As stated by John Sowa [4] , logic without ontology, says nothing about anything except, may be, vague generalities.
For an overall simplification of the process, it is worthwhile to remember that these ontological categories are called « domaines » in data base theory, « types » in AI, « classes » in object-oriented approaches, and « sorts of » in predicate calculus. Regarding the logic, these categories play an analogous role as the more classic concept of « Operand » that means « to be operated on ». Looking at our healthcare area of concern, the development effort about the ontological growth has been slow to progress enough, in order to meet the beginning of a workable level.
Meaningful achievements in healthcare ontology are emphasising: Internist-1 / QMR [24] , UMLS [25] , and more recently of the GALEN project, particularly with GRAIL and the architecture of the terminology server, should be mentioned.
However, and nevertheless, up to recently most of the knowledge representation efforts had been invested into the use of logics: « predicate calculus » with its corresponding algebraic notations so well suited for the convenient use of PROLOG programming language; « existential graphs », invented by the logician and philosopher C.S. Peirce; and then, as an offspring and an extension of the previous ones, the « conceptual graphs » by J. Sowa [5] jointly based upon the use of « semantic networks » as a support to a straightforward mapping capability to natural language and hence to be assembled into larger structures, whatever we call them: frame systems, object-oriented systems, or schema / schemata. It became clear that no symbolic notations, like those of logic, frames, production rules and semantic networks, are able to capture the full richness of the natural language, as well as no natural language is able to capture to the full the richness of the world, as stated by L. Wittgenstein [6] about the notion of « family resemblance » (« these things and everything that resembles them are instances of the concept »), and F. Waismann [7] about the notion of « open texture ».
Before considering the limitations of the languages that will be discussed in the next section, let us enter more into the limitations of logic that cast doubt on the « knowledge representation hypothesis », that is to say, i.e., all classifications are approximations and there will always be new examples that do not fit any of the pre-existing categories. Now, as soon as we have to deal with a computer programme to host some information representation about reality, quite a few levels of representation, one after another, have to be taken into account.
John McCarthy and Patrick Hayes [8] introduced a major distinction between the logic-like representations, which they called the « epistemological level », and the more procedural encodings, which they called the « heuristic level », that introduces data structures for representing the objects. Ron Brachman [9] renamed the « heuristic level » the « implementational level ». The Cyc System of Lenat and Guha [10] illustrates the use of these levels of distinction:
• the Cyc constraint language corresponds to the level « logical »;
• the Cyc definitions correspond to the level « epistemological », as such;
• the Cyc ontology corresponds to the level « conceptual » (that is the level of semantic rela tions, linguistic case relations, primitive objects and actions) and « linguistics » (the level of arbitrary concepts, words and expressions of natural langua ges).
However, as well recognised by McCarthy and Hayes they did not consider allocating a place to problems formally describing the process of communication, then it follows that the three-level model of representation proposed by P. Degoulet et al. [11] is providing a useful contribution for a discussion of comparison with other similar approaches like the « Information System Architecture (ISA) » of J. Zachman or OCRA by Sowa and Zachman [12] that considers three levels also: the scope level, the enterprise model level, the system model level.
How to get the meanings: Language, Semantics, Concepts and Denotations
The most appropriate transition between the previous section and the present one is, may be, to get more insight into the so-called « meaning triangle ». This is even more famous since Ogden and Richards [13] in 1923, but already broadly used by others before, amongst whom one of the most famous names is Gottlob Frege, who insisted upon the reference/denotation of the object (Bedeutung) and C.S. Peirce (see figure 1) Indeed, the levels or representation that were discussed in Section 2, are all special cases of the basic problem illustrated by the triangle of figure 1, they are all issues of the problem of relating symbols, objects and meaning. It is in agreement with our understanding of mental process that supports thought, despite Ludwig Wittgenstein's reservations. It is also convenient to introduce here the simplificative hypothesis of F. de Saussure [14] that decided to leave out the apex of the triangle of figure 1 devoted to the « object » or the « chose » or the « Bedeutung » that is to say, not taking into account the « denotation ». This only leaves the relationship: « signifiant » versus « signifié » of de Saussure, or « sign » versus « interpretant » of C.S. Peirce, or « name » versus « sense » (Gombocz) [15] , « expressions » versus « content » (Hjelmslev) [16] .
It is here that the definition of « meanings » by Stephen Ullman is convenient: « meaning is a reciprocal and reversible relationship between name and sense » [17] . It is Saussurian -it constitutes a double entry into the word texture that allows the creation of alphabetical dictionaries, as well as conceptual dictionaries! However, it is stressed that the four basic units of linguistics are the phoneme, the morpheme, the word, the locution that is more or less the phrase, where the word defines the lexical level that promotes the « semantic level ». These four units are all closely related to the definitions of the word. However, it is here that the semanticist resists obstinately against any reduction of meaning of the words to their purely contextual values.
It is said that the words have a hardcore that cannot be modified by context, says A. Meillet [18] . Since M.Breal [19] , the word « semantic » is attached to the « science of meanings » (significations).
It is expected now to vocationally devote research activities into the understanding of rules that control the modifications and transformations of meanings, the selection of near expressions, the birth and the death of some locutions. The changes of meanings of words are situated at the first rank of this new promising science [20] .
Consequently, it follows that language is depending on two sorts of unit entities: the units of discourse or phrases and the units of language or signs. However, there is a limitation to be given that the language marks before the unapprehended relation of things and perpetuates their apprehension, until the words which represent them become through time signs for portions, or classes of thought, instead of pictures of integral thought [21] . « How many sorts of phrases do exist? -Affirmation, interrogation, commandment, may be? », asked Ludwig Wittgenstein [6] .
However, and despite the simplificative hypothesis of de Saussure, the regular link is such that to the sign corresponds a determined sense and to the sense a determined denotation. A single denotation is susceptible to more than one sign! This absence of a relation term-toterm between sense and reference is characteristic of natural language including quite often the medical sublanguage! The question of the denotation is systematically open by the question of the sense. Gottlob Frege is opposing the de Saussure approach being, however, able to cope with the predicate calculus and hence with the conceptual graph approach. The question is made partly milder by the postulate of the semantics: name and sense are parts of the semiotic, only the phrase that is an authentic unit of the discourse is « semantic » as such. Finally, it appears that the meaning is what the syntactical propostion states and the denotation is that on which the meaning is stated.
Yet the mainstream in linguistics has tended to neglect semantics with its relationship to knowledge representation. In 1957, Noam Chomsky [22] revolutionized the study of syntax and diverted attention away from semantics with his comment that « Grammar is ...independant of semantics », which stimulated a better integrated approach to both syntax and semantics by 1974. It is at this time that Richard Montague, and then quite a few others, developed an alternate theory of semantics based on logics and made syntax subordinate to logic-based semantics. The AI searchers did follow Montague and his disciples, however, most of the American Linguists continued to follow Chomsky's ways. As an example, E. Wehrli [23] stated: « The assignment of semantic roles to syntactic constituents is a fundamental aspect of NLP which involves both the syntactic parser and lexical information ». While in the same paper, the Montague approach is declaratively used!
Conclusion
It is obvious that we belong to an amazing community of research and development. In most recent times we have enlarged our Working Group with some additional computer science technologists, who are a mix of AI scientists, computational linguists and knowledge representation engineering designers, while still dealing with the professionals of healthcare classifications and of nomenclatures and the designers of new open-distributed architectures in the healthcare information field. We are faced with overwhelming new problems! Indeed, there are now « doctrinarian chapels » that are reluctant to collaborate with one another, opposed to other open, pragmatic groups finding their way, transgressing the doctrines, not always consciously and hence without having the least guilty feeling whatsoever. Let us now enter into a more reflective phase of much needed psycotheraphy.
